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Defining No Code

๏ Using zero code…

๏ …to accomplish something that used to require code.

๏ (and usually involves linking multiple tools)



Mastermind Matching



MicroConf Remote Registration





Is No-Code the 
future of app 
development?



Think back 20 years 
when we had to hand 
code every website…





Then you couldn’t 
accept payments 

online without code…





Then you couldn’t 
connect two apps 
without code…





I don’t believe No-Code 
will replace app dev, but it 
will handle more and more 
use cases as time passes
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Pros

๏ Quick to build

๏ Easy to maintain

๏ No coding skills required
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Great for…

๏ An MVP

๏ Simple CRUD

๏ Internal tools (line of business apps)

๏ Automating simple tasks

๏ Back-end to a productized service
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๏ Scalability

๏ Brittleness
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Not Great for…

๏ Large or complex systems

๏ Systems that need to scale

๏ For the most part, external-facing apps



Predictions



No-Code software 
companies



“80% of tech could 
be built outside IT 

by 2024”
Source: https://venturebeat.com/2021/06/14/80-of-tech-could-be-built-outside-it-by-2024-thanks-to-low-code-tools/

https://venturebeat.com/2021/06/14/80-of-tech-could-be-built-outside-it-by-2024-thanks-to-low-code-tools/


No-Code 
freelancers



AR/VR dev with 
No-Code



App development 
agencies will use no 
(and low) code as a 

starting point



https://www.softr.io/learn/no-code/past-present-future-of-no-code 

https://www.unqork.com/resources/blog-articles/4-predictions-for-the-future-of-no-code 

https://icanautomate.medium.com/a-brief-history-of-no-code-59c532d90b7f 

https://accelerationeconomy.com/low-code-no-code/forecasting-the-future-of-no-code/ 

https://www.makerpad.co/blog/the-future-of-no-code-2021-and-beyond

Sources



Questions
@robwalling  ◉  microconf.com


